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A Special Issue

Welcome to Donor Centric, a bi-monthly resource for our
friends in the nonprofit sector.

In 2010, Lisa Sargent of Sargent Communications spent
six weeks taking the pulse of leading executives from U.S.
nonprofits; she wanted to know the common challenges that
they were facing, as well as the most effective strategies they
were employing to acquire, engage and retain donors.
Her interviews with more than a dozen executives from
organizations with combined annual revenues of more than
$14 billion revealed key insights.

FEATURE INTERVIEW:

Lisa published the results in a report entitled “What’s Working
in Donor Fundraising and Development Today?” It was
originally sent out to Lisa’s own clients and subscribers, but
was soon picked up and republished by a number of online
sites. We’re including that original report as an insert with this
issue.
Recently, we caught up with Lisa to ask her what’s changed
in the last six years since that study. You’ll find her candid
responses on the state-of-the-sector enlightening.

Lisa Sargent on What’s Still Working
International donor communications
specialist and caped crusader of
retention, Lisa Sargent has been
called “one of the finest copywriters
on the planet.”

Outspoken at conferences and in
leading press such as The Chronicle
of Philanthropy, The Agitator, and
Blackbaud’s npExperts series, Sargent’s free copywriting
exhibit on donor thank you letters remains the most-ever
visited on SOFII.org, with over 100,000 visits to date. She
is a multi year Irish Fundraising Awards winner and a
bronze recipient in the FundraisingSuccess Gold Awards
for Fundraising.
See www.lisasargent.com for more information.

DC: Six years after your report, have you observed
anything that has surprised you in the trends that you
wrote about?
LISA: What surprises me most, six years after my
original study (included with this issue), is the number
of nonprofits that sadly still ignore, undervalue, or
abandon direct mail – even in the face of evidence that
overwhelmingly proves its enduring and extraordinary
value as a retention and fundraising tool (while also
driving multi-channel gifts and engagement). And I’ll share
some of that overwhelming evidence with you today. Not
coincidentally, this is also what drives me to share results
and learnings in places like your Donor Centric newsletter.
DC: Your report stressed the vital importance of
post-acquisition donor communications. Are there
particular strategies or pitfalls you believe nonprofit
leaders need to pay particular attention to?
LISA: We did an entire 90-minute presentation1 around

post-acquisition communications at the AFP International
Conference in Boston this year, based on a longitudinal
five-year case study of a wildly successful charity called
Merchants Quay Ireland (full disclosure: MQI is my client).
I’ll talk about MQI a bit later, but suffice to say that their
techniques can work for anyone, and the pitfalls they
avoided can also be sidestepped by other organizations
that are determined to do it right. From a communications
perspective, I’d boil it down to four things:

1. Abolish your silos or get them working together
(really): your online team should not operate separately
from your direct mail team, communications should flow
and be harmonious across channels, consider using a goals
calculation like the Casement Quotient™ to value your
team2;

2. Attend to basics before shiny objects: that means
clear, quality communications, consistently delivered,
donor-focused, story-based. 3-4+ print newsletters
each year, 3-4 appeals each year, thank-yous, ongoing
acquisition, welcome pack, upcycled messaging/stories to
email and social; solid copywriting and design. Honestly so
much has been written about this by myself and others like
Jeff Brooks, Mal Warwick, George Smith, Tom Ahern, Ken
Burnett, on SOFII.org, and more, it hurts me to think that
anyone isn’t doing it;

3. Track your results: if you don’t track it, you can’t
change it – that means, know your ROI for campaigns, track
by channel, know your retention rate, your net income,
your response rate, cost to raise a dollar, your clickthroughs and unsubscribes, and your lifetime value figures.
Only then can you get a real picture of how things are and
how you can improve them;
4. Don’t treat it as an afterthought: from segmenting
to personalization to format and offer and report-back,
you have to be serious about this stuff: done well, it can
transform the future of the work you do. As I said before,
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In this exclusive report: top U.S. nonprofit executives -- at organizations with combined annual revenues of more
than $14 billion -- reveal their challenges, opportunities and strategies in acquiring, communicating with, and
stewarding members and donors. Key insights on social media, donor acquisition and more.

O

“It’s definitely worth a read...” - Tom Belford, The Agitator, 8/5/2010

By Lisa Sargent, Sargent Communications

SUMMARY

What are nonprofit executives facing – right now – in fundraising and donor development?
This report sets out to answer that question, based on the input of more than a dozen US nonprofit professionals at
organizations with $14+ billion in combined annual revenues.

These leaders offered their input via telephone interviews conducted over a six-week period, on topics ranging from
challenges in donor acquisition to the myths and realities of social media.

They also reveal what’s working – and sometimes, what’s not – along with top communications strategies for keeping
their mission top-of-mind with donors and prospects.
(Note: Appendix A, at the end of this report, lists the three questions asked of each nonprofit professional.)

Who Spoke: The Professionals Contributing to This Report, and the Organizations They Represent
The professionals who contributed to this report did so with the understanding that neither they – nor their
organizations – would be identified.

However, much can be learned from a wide-angle view of the organizations and professionals, and the sectors they
represent:

FINANCIAL PROFILE OF THE ORGANIZATIONS:
Total combined revenues represented

$14.5 billion annually**

Annual fundraising expenses

$85,000 - $75 million

Annual revenue range

Charity Navigator ratings
*Source: Charity Navigator

** All amounts in U.S. dollars

$2.0 mil - $2.0+ billion
1 - 4 Stars

What’s Working

POSITIONS HELD, AND SECTORS REPRESENTED, BY THOSE INTERVIEWED:
Positions represented**:

Sectors represented:

Senior Vice President or Vice President (of Development, Direct Response, etc.)

Education

Director of Marketing and Communications

Environment/Conservation

Director of Development

Human Services

Fund Development Director

Health/Disease Prevention

Annual Giving Manager

Vice Chancellor, Development
Chief Development Officer

Homeless/Crisis Services
Animal Welfare

Executive Director

Communications Manager

**Note: Positions do not necessarily correspond to sectors in column 2. Also, many positions/sectors are represented by more than one person or organization.

KEY FINDINGS

1. Acquisition remains a big challenge.
With consumer sentiment in the US still at a low point,
donor acquisition lags at many organizations. Regrettably,
a few have halted acquisition efforts altogether; this will
likely cause a negative ‘ripple effect’ for years to come.
2. Competition for donors and prospects is fierce.

Compounding economic woes is an increasingly crowded
nonprofit landscape. Executives cited the “huge competitive
environment” for donors – fueled by a proliferation of
organizations that are ever-more sophisticated at marketing
– as a growing concern.
3. Marked by “fragile followers,” social media proves
effective for some (but not all).

It’s no surprise that when it comes to social media (SM),
most organizations represented by this report are working
to get their presence “out there” on the major SM networks
— Facebook, Twitter, MySpace – and on blogs. And many
say that it does appear to be driving traffic to their websites.
More noteworthy observations are:
n

n

the social media communications function,
overwhelmingly, is ‘siloed’ – separated from other
development and donor communications teams and,

executives remarked on the fickleness of SM prospects,

with more than one referring to them as “fragile
followers.”

(Refer to Observations and Recommendations, below, for
more details.)

One organization – with a growing base of younger donors
– stood alone, having completely transformed its online/
social presence over the past three years, and taking a
proactive approach to community outreach through, among
other efforts, electronic billboards with text-to-give appeals.
For most, a social media presence is “not translating into
fundraising yet” – but because this channel can be tested
without a large financial investment, SM is on the radar.
4. Donors really are changing.

Virtually every nonprofit leader contributing to this
research made reference to the “changing donor,” noting
that today’s donors:

n
n

n
n

are less loyal

expect examples of specific, concrete results BUT not
delivered in a “transactional” way
see themselves as investors

want their communications preferences honored

Regarding younger donors, one senior executive is finding
that the biggest trend with under-30s is that most don’t
want a direct mail appeal, but a way to “touch and feel

before they give.” To that end, the organization that this
leader represents has launched a volunteer service program
to convert new prospects and nurture existing donors.
(Note: new donors for this organization, however, are still
acquired mainly through direct mail.)
5. Offline is a contender, and will be for the long haul.

“We have no intention of abandoning direct mail,” one
executive flatly stated. This, in fact, is the case at virtually
every organization represented in this report. Another
noted that although online is the fastest growing channel,
it’s still “nowhere near the revenue streams of direct mail” –
one more common thread in these interviews.
Additionally, most still use direct mail as a primary
acquisition and retention channel. For more, see
Observations and Recommendations.

Observations and Recommendations
1. The quality and consistency of your post-acquisition
donor communications matters more than ever; and
until this fact isn’t simply acknowledged – but acted
upon – retention rates will likely suffer.
The major impediment here, noted an executive at one of
the largest organizations, is simply that even today, quality
communications are seen as “desirable, not a necessity”...
and that most still “don’t value the importance of good
communication.”

Of course, based on many of the findings in this report, it’s
clear that follow-up donor communications – online and
especially offline – hold the key to loyalty and retention. For
example:
n

6. Online matters, right now – including e-mail.

Participating executives named online as their fastest
growing channel – with one leader predicting a greater than
650% increase, over the next five years, in that revenue
stream.

Average online gifts are increasing, too, as more Americans
become comfortable giving over the Internet. There is a
caveat: online donors, for the most part, renew at lower
rates; leaders noted that retention is greatly improved when
these donors can be incorporated into the direct mail donor
communications stream.
E-mail, of course, runs hand in hand with online’s growth.
Like social media, nonprofit leaders note that e-mail is
marked by fragile followers, though considering benchmark
open and click-through rates published by entities like
Convio and NTEN, it’s clear that donors and prospects
continue to respond to e-mail newsletters and appeals.
7. Integrated, multi-channel marketing holds huge
promise.

The nonprofit executives interviewed for this report are
either actively researching, or already using, integrated
marketing: coordinating delivery of direct mail and e-mail
messaging, bookending a direct mail campaign with e-mail
alerts, referring donors to URLs in direct mail campaigns,
plus a host of other tactics.
The biggest challenge identified here, by most, is
consistency: like social media, online and offline efforts
often take place in silos, so some organizations are still
struggling to achieve a uniform ‘voice’ across e-mail and
direct mail channels.

n

n

Online donors, e-mail subscribers and social media
followers are fragile, so your follow-up communications
are critical for converting a SM audience to e mail
subscribers and online donors, and for improved
retention, to direct mail donor care communications
Donors now expect more (and thanks to channel
proliferation they are marketed to ever-more
frequently), so your message must be concise, clear,
accessible and with a uniform voice across channels

Steep nonprofit competition means that regular, relevant
communications that resonate emotionally are key to
staying top-of-mind with donors.

2. Consider making story-based and relationship
fundraising a bigger part of the donor communications
mix.
At one organization, an executive noted that they have
seen a 25% boost in gifts from existing donors, by shifting
to a more story-oriented communications style. Overall,
the number of communications that donors receive from
this charity each year has actually increased; however, the
mix now includes more newsletters and fewer direct mail
appeals.

This leader remarked that there is far less transactional
fundraising going on in these messages, saying it’s “all
about personal impact” – an insight offered by a number of
others in this survey – and “very little hard numbers.”
The strategy may be effective because it appears to
capitalize on the changing donor mindset noted earlier in
this report.
3. Find a way to eliminate creative silos when
integrating campaigns and when using multi-channel
communications.

As noted, the biggest challenge here is consistency: of
voice, tone, image, etc.

At least one organization represented in this report is
planning to bring its direct mail function in-house, two to
three years down the road, in an effort to gain more control
over uniformity of messaging.
Control and consistency are particularly important as
more and more donors now view your work and your
communications across multiple channels, and especially if
these communications carry the signature of a single, highlevel leader: a harmonious tone and style is vital.
***

Appendix A: Interview Questions
Three open-ended questions were asked of every nonprofit
leader interviewed:
Q1. What do you see as your biggest day-to-day challenge
right now, in terms of communicating with existing donors
and acquiring new supporters?
Q2. Are there any trends or opportunities you see in
fundraising and donor development, and how are you
reacting to – or capitalizing on – that?

Q3. We hear a lot of talk about social media these days,
often accompanied by statements like “direct mail is
dead,” or “e mail is dead.” So my question is, how big a
role do e-mail and direct mail play in your organization’s
fundraising and development communications, as opposed
to social media, and how big a role do you predict these
channels will play in the future?

A Note of Thanks
My original intent was that this report be prepared for –
and available exclusively to – the professionals who agreed
to be interviewed. About three weeks after its release,
The Land Trust Alliance asked for permission to share the
report with member organizations in the alliance’s e-news.
When it garnered the highest click-throughs of any article
in the issue, I decided to share with all the readers of my
e-news, The Loyalty Letter.
So here it is.

Thanks from the heart, to every one of you, for the
remarkable work you do to make the world a little nicer for
the rest of us. And to those who agreed to be interviewed
(whether or not we were ultimately able to connect), thanks
for sharing a slice of your busy day with me.

Yes, you may share this report. Here’s how:

This report is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.
That means you can share freely with others in your
organization and within your own professional and
social networks. You can also print and share copies with
members of your board, or at a presentation. But please
do so with full attribution to Lisa Sargent and Sargent
Communications, and include a link to the report on
my website. According to the license, you may not alter,
transform or build upon this work. To view a copy, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Lisa Sargent on What’s Still Working (Cont’d from page 2)
too many organizations still don’t invest in or value good
communication. Donors are hungry for it: it matters.

DC: Six years ago, social media was picking up a head
of steam in our culture, but non-profits were still
getting on the train; SM communications were often
“siloed”. You spoke about the perception among nonprofit professionals of “fragile followers”. How has
this changed or how is it changing? And do you have a
personal feeling about the future of SM for non-profits?
LISA: Before we talk social media, if you’re interested in
digital channels with fundraising clout, think email. Direct
mail still trumps it, and email’s overall donation response
rate is only 0.07%, on average, but according to M+R’s
2016 Benchmarks Study3, more than a third (34%) of
all online revenue for the top 25 nonprofits [in its study]
can be tracked directly to an email appeal. And for the
remainder of its study participants, the average is 27%. List
churn – or the “fragility” of followers, if you will – remains
an issue, just as it does for direct mail. Attrition is a fact
of life: the goal is to minimize it, across whatever channel
you’re working ... and that holds true for social media too:
if your feed is boring or “we-focused,” you won’t have many
followers for long. Silos, too, remain an issue across every
channel, and are still just as damaging to overall quality
and consistency of messaging, and eventually, results. As
M+R’s study put it so beautifully: “Our job is not to block
the exits; ours is to throw the doors open and welcome
people in.”
As to how social media is changing, you’ve got everything
from crowdfunding to text-to-give, to the coming-of-age
of peer-to-peer. So if you want your finger on the pulse of
it, look to and follow folks like Nonprofit Tech for Good,
Beth Kanter, and NTEN.org, and pay attention first to the
channels that are working for others. For example, let’s
look at some stats, the first two via Nonprofit Tech for
Good4:

n

n

n

Nearly 1/3 of all online donations are now made through
peer-to-peer fundraising (which is, as we know, driven
by things like email, text, and SM);
Text donors are most likely 49-59 years old, female, and
college educated;
Facebook still rules (most popular social network
worldwide, according to Statista, it’s also where your
older donors are, according to Pew’s Demographics of
Social Media Users).

My feeling about the future of social media for nonprofits
is that I wish they would get the basics right first. Because
if you’re broken or misinformed when it comes to direct
mail or email or online, you’ll be broken and reactive when
it comes to social media: in other words, YouTube and
Pinterest and Instagram aren’t going to save you no matter
how appealing the “but it’s free” argument is. Your message
must be emotional, consistently delivered, conversational,

story-based, donor-focused, clear, concise, readable,
understandable, digestible, authentic, true; all those things
we’ve been talking about for years. Nonprofit Tech for
Good recommends that to be successful at social media,
you should be active on “at least two social networks and
experimenting with a third” – and doing basic things like
creating promotional graphics using free tools like Canva,
integrating calls-to-follow into your online giving process
(and I’d add, direct mail). And your nonprofit website
should be responsive (i.e., works and scales to any-size
device): responsive donation pages = 34% more gifts than
non-responsive pages, according to Mobile Cause (via
Nonprofit Tech for Good).

Now that I’ve gone and stepped in it, let me give you a
social media exception: Thailand-based Soi Dog Foundation
has raised nearly $8,000,000 through Facebook, and Sean
Triner5 tracks and writes and trains on these techniques
regularly which, interestingly and tellingly, include how
“direct mail style” ads and posts are what work best.
DC: In your report you stated confidently that offline
communications (specifically direct mail) would still
be a workhorse for the long haul. Six years down the
road, is that prediction holding true? And what do you
see for the future of direct mail?
LISA: The short answer … yes. The prediction still holds
true, and in spades. Direct mail remains a huge channel
contender, and nonprofits that opt to ignore or write it off
do so to their extreme detriment. This is especially true as
direct mail emerges as a driver of online giving.

But instead of preaching about it, let me give you three
specific examples of why I stay so passionately and
steadfastly in the direct mail defenders camp ... then let you
decide.
In January of 2013, the monolithic American Cancer
Society (ACS) moved to suspend its direct mail acquisition
program in order to focus on an organization-wide
consolidation. Nearly three years later, here’s what
happened:

n
n

n

n

Their new donor ranks dropped by eleven percent;

New donor revenue plummeted $11.3 million in the first
year;
ACS predicts the three-year direct mail break (and this
is acquisition only we’re talking about right now) will
negatively impact income by $29.5 million over five
years;

What’s more, the absence of direct mail appears to have
hurt other channels as well – for example, its “Relay for
Life” event raised $25 million less than the previous
year, and – this reported by The Agitator6 – since direct
mail donors give more than $51 million in planned gifts
(bequests, etc), the damage done to that most critical
income stream is yet to unfold; and,

Lisa Sargent on What’s Still Working (Cont’d from page 7)
n

Before you write this off as some one-time event, I can
tell you: I wrote for a number of years for a large US
nonprofit organization that made this very same move
(and for the record I begged them, at least monthly,
to reconsider). It took four years for income to fall far
enough that they reinstituted direct mail acquisition, and
who knows how many bequests they lost over time as a
result.

Another charity, approximately $4+
million in annual revenues at the time,
was regularly questioning its direct
mail agency over poor results – while
simultaneously praising its online vendor.
I asked if anyone had checked the channel
attribution for donations, and a savvy
staffer decided to look into it. While she
couldn’t directly trace all donations back
to their source, of the small subset she
could track, she found – in a single year
– that direct mail drove $225K of their
online income.

Last example. In 2008, I began working
with a charity called Merchants Quay
Ireland in Dublin. Together with its then
Head of Fundraising, US-born CFRE Denisa Casement, and
my design colleague Sandie Collette at S. Collette Design,
we overhauled MQI’s direct mail donor communications
program – from acquisition to post-acquisition thank-yous,
new donor welcome packs, appeals, donor newsletters,
and more. In just over five years, and pay attention to these
numbers, here’s what happened using a donor-focused,
direct-mail centered (and now integrated w/ other
channels) program:

n
n
n

n

n

Fundraising revenue increased more than tenfold;
Active donor ranks increased from 500 to 16,000;

MQI’s donor newsletter raises €7 for every €1 it invests
in producing the quarterly publication, with response
rates (again, on a newsletter) as high as 14%;
Donor retention increased from 57% in 2010 to 69%
in 2015 (soundly and concurrently busting the “donor
fatigue” myth);

Bequests and major gifts are up across the board, as is
attendance and engagement at special events.
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As to what I see for the future of direct mail, you can
probably guess. Still strong. Not dead. Not even on life
support. And I’ll step up this prediction and say that it
holds true for every generation ... including millenials. In
fact, a study conducted by the US Postal Service7 over the
2016 election cycle found that twice as many millenials
read their political mail as non-millenials, and what’s
more it drives them online and spurs them to action: 54%
visited the candidates website as a result
of direct mail, and 66% were more likely
to research the candidate. That said,
unless you’ve been living under a rock
somewhere, it’s pretty clear that direct
mail has and will have to work hand in
hand with other channels – especially
email and website comms. One more
prediction regarding direct mail: the
organizations that abandon direct mail in
favor of digital-only will see dramatically
reduced donor ranks, retention, and
bequests (many they won’t ever know
they lost), while the nonprofits that invest
in and value consistent, high-quality direct
mail to work in concert with their other
channels will soar.
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GRC DIRECT IS NOW OFFERING

PERSONALIZED WORKSHOPS FOR EVERYONE
Available workshop topics are as follows

Direct Mail Production 101
Fundraising with Newsletters
End of Year Appeals
Membership On Boarding and Retention
WE ARE HAPPY TO TAILOR OUR WORKSHOPS
TO YOUR NEEDS SO CALL US TODAY!
Call 540.428.7000 and ask for Sherene
or email Sherene@grcdirect.com

